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w I , SPECIFICATION. 

-TO ALL WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: _ ‘ . , Be it known that I, MELCHOR 'MnnLrNGER‘, of Dayton, in Montgomery county, in the State of ‘Ohiofhavei 

‘invented a new and useful Improvement in ‘Foot-Stoves; and I do hereby declare that the following is a full and 
exact description thereof, reference being had to the accompanying drawings and to the letters of ‘reference 
marked thereon. ' i ' i . t _ i i ‘ ‘ p 4 

Figure 1 is a side view of the '"detachable bottom, with the lamp, reflector, and fastening connected therewith. 
Figure 2 is viewof the edge‘or side of the lower disk or bottom of the combustion chamber, with itsl?ange‘ 

and inverted funnel or mouth-piece.‘ . ' ‘ ,1 - i ‘ . j ‘ ‘ , 

Figure 3 is an inside view of the foot-stove,‘ representing the upper‘ portion ‘of the combustion ‘chamber, 
with its conduits for the introduction of air to the ?ame. ‘ i ‘ ‘ ‘ i - ‘ 1 

Figured is a top or plan view of the ‘foot-stove, with its rebated circular chamber and perforations for the 
escape of heat. ‘ i ‘ i 

The body ,of my foot-stove is cylindrical, and may be ten-v inches,‘ in height‘and ‘ten jiorr twelve ‘inches ‘in 
diameter. The top of it is closed, except a series of perforations‘ in the annular portion of the cover. ‘The 
central portion, which is depressed half an inch below the surrounding perforated top, or cover, is closed by 
the‘ disk H, the latter serving as the top plate of what I denominate ‘the combustion chamber.’ <-Thc plate H is l 
of a less diameter than the body of the stove,iwhich di?'enence in size admits of a‘spacepdenoted ‘by therletter‘ ‘ 
E. This space serves as an annular ?ue for the passage of the heat from the lcurnbustion ch‘ainberto the‘pe‘r 
forations in the top of the stove. The annular plate F is provided with a mouth like an inverted‘ funnel, and 
on its opposite.side,'around near its circumference’, it'is provided with a?ange, as seenin ?g. 2. ' This, plate ‘ 
or disk, F, is removable, being held in its place in the stove by two ?xed springs, one on each side of the stove, k 
within it. When in position it occupies a. place directly against the air tubes c,'which latter‘de'vices conduct 
jets of air into the centre of the lamp ?ame, as will be more fully described. These airitubes,‘_c, are arranged a ‘ 
horizontally, and are connected with the body of the stove. - Their outer ‘ends communicate with ‘the open air,‘ 
andltheir inner ends'are perforated ?nely, so as to cause jets of air to be thrown into the lamp ?ame above its 

‘ wick. ' The tubes 0 are arranged between the top plate of the combustion chamber} and the bottom plate thereof. 
and this chamber ‘is nearly enclosed laterally by they?ange of the lower or anniilar plate F, there‘being only a 
narrow ?ue between the upper edge of the ?ange and the disk H. This ?ange has three circular‘recesses cutout 
of it, so as to ?t around the three air tubes 0. The detachable bottom A is of,v less diameter thantheinternah 
diameter of the ‘stove, whereby a circular opening is provided between them for-the‘ admission of air to the ‘ 
lamp. ‘The bottom is provided‘ with-a hook-hinge, which admits of the 'remo‘val‘of the “ bottom. with its‘ lamp‘ 
and re?ector. The opposite side of the bottom is ’, furnished with‘ a spring ‘hasp‘, which‘ may be, secured‘ by a" 
staple on the side of the ‘stove. The hinge and'hasp will keep the bottom?rmly in positiomcso‘ as ‘to insure the 
equality of space around it for the admission of air. .At the side of the stove, opposite‘ to the‘ face the 
re?ector, is a door, with aninnerenclosure of glass'for the conversion of the stove to a ‘lantern. The strlr‘c-. 
ture may be made of heavy tin or sheet iron, or other suitable material. ..In use‘, the draught around the 
‘bottom will cause the lamp to burn freely, and the ?ame will be drawn ‘into thefunnel-shaped mouth of the . 
combustion chamber, where‘the. air tubes will conduct jets of air into the midst of it, and thereby augment the“ 
heat generated in the combustion-chamber. It will be observed that the heat will be‘ conveyed, from thecom 
bustion chamber through the circular ?nes at the edge of the disk H-into the annular chamber beneath the‘ ' 
perforated cover of the stove, and thence through the perforations into the'open air.- A lamp may be used; 
suitable for burning coal oil :or other burning ?uid. My improved foot~stove is designed for the use. of market5 
men, as well as other generalpuposes, and has been found by experiment to work welland require but little fuels‘ f 

Having now fully described the construction and operation of my improved foot—st0ve, what I claim therein,‘ 
and desire to secure by Letters Patent, is- ‘ 

1. The disk H and annular plate F, provided ‘with the ?ange aand mouth 6, in combination‘wit‘h the air‘ ‘ 
tubes 0 and annular ?ue E, constructed, applied, and operating conjointly in the manner and for the purpose‘ 
speci?ed. .. a . , i ‘. l i 

2. ‘The detachable bottom A, with its fastening B, constructed and arranged in combination with the cylin 
drical body of the-stove, ‘so as to form-an‘a‘nnular air passage for the lampfsubstantially as and for the purpose H 
described; . ' ' ‘ i 

In witness'whereof I have hereunto set my hand this 6th day of November, 186‘5‘. . , 
. , MELGHOR MELLINGER. 

witnesses: 
R. H. Pncx, 
H. P. K. Pack. 


